
WE ARE AESTHETICS.
ASAPS Las Vegas 2019 
Facial & Rhinoplasty Symposium
January 31 – February 2, 2019 
The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV

The Aesthetic Meeting 2019
May 16 – 21, 2019 
New Orleans Convention Center
New Orleans, LA

The Aesthetic Cruise 2019
June 23 – July 4, 2019 
Italy, Malta, Greece, Montenegro, Croatia 
and Slovenia

APPLY NOW! July 1, 2019 is the next ASAPS 
Active Member Application Deadline. Learn more at
www.surgery.org/active-membership

Continued on Page 11

that the session includes a PrePectoral
Breast Reconstruction Panel, Data-
Driven/Long Range Results, Tips 
on How to Make Nipple-Sparing
Mastectomy Results Beautiful, and
more! Sunday, May 19, 2:30pm–6:30pm.
• Mini-Facial Rejuvenation
Symposium: Chairs Oren Tepper,

MD, and Jason Roostaeian, MD, will deliver
an overview of key facial rejuvenation
techniques that you can put into practice 
to deliver improved patient results and
satisfaction. Sunday, May 19, 2:30pm–6:30pm.

• Mini-Gender Confirmation Surgery
Symposium: Chair Marissa Tenenbaum, MD,
is organizing a stellar faculty for these growing
procedures. Stay ahead of your peers by
attending this informative symposium.
Monday, May 20, 2:30pm–6:30pm.

Create a “Memorable Customer 
Experience:” Learn from the 
Ritz Carlton

We all want to deliver the gold
star-standard in patient care, and who better
to learn from than the Ritz Carlton? This is a
special course you won’t want to miss!
Monday, May 20, 2:30pm–5:30pm.

New Dates & Times: Cadaver Labs
Please note the new dates and times for our

popular Cadaver Labs, and adjust your travel
accordingly!
• Friday, May 17, 7:30am–1:00pm

S4 Minimally Invasive Aesthetic Surgery of
the Upper Face and Periorbital Region—
A Cadaver Workshop (Core/Saltz)
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The Aesthetic Meeting 2019: Registration Open Now!
By Jamil Ahmad, MD■A s Program Chair, it gives me great
pleasure to announce that registration 
is now open for The Aesthetic Meeting
2019, and I hope you’ll join us May
16–May 21, in beautiful New Orleans,
LA. The Aesthetic Meeting is the 
annual global gathering of innovators
and aesthetic experts, where you’ll 
learn from the best and brightest minds in
aesthetic plastic surgery, as they share the latest
in technological advances and techniques. 

Plus, with our special practice management
sessions, “Practice Solutions,” ideal for your
office staff, you’ll return home with an array 
of ideas which can help your practice evolve
and grow. 

If you are an aesthetic plastic surgeon
passionate about connecting with brilliant
minds, learning ground-breaking new
advances, and building a successful practice,
The Aesthetic Meeting is the leading must-
attend educational event of the year. With 
live demonstrations and courses taught by 
the finest surgeons and professionals in the
specialty, The Aesthetic Meeting has become
the gold standard in aesthetic education.

Full meeting information can be found at
www.surgery.org/meeting2019, but I wanted
to draw your attention to some exciting
opportunities occurring at The Aesthetic
Meeting 2019.

New At The Aesthetic Meeting
Mini-Symposia

Learn the most in a short amount of time
with our Mini-Symposia:
• Mini-Aesthetic Breast Reconstruction

Symposium: Chair Nolan Karp, MD notes

Multi-Society 
Gluteal Task Force Update■ear Colleagues,
The multi-Society, gluteal fat grafting task
force has been aggressively pursuing its charge
to investigate and design strategies to improve
patient safety with this operation. The task
force has conducted comprehensive cadaver
studies over the past 6 months to methodically
correlate surface anatomy and cannula
approaches with proximity to anatomic danger
zones using vascular contrast dye and real
time and biplanar fluoroscopy. Additionally,
we have brought six expert gluteal fat grafting
surgeons into the anatomy lab to model the
operation with real human lipoaspirate that
had been labeled with pigment so the exact
location of graft injection could be observed
during dissection.

We are currently in the process of completing
the data analysis and interpretation. The next
phase of the Task Force work will be compiling
and condensing the key information into an
educational modules that will enable our
member surgeons to absorb these key concepts
and apply them in their practices. We are
aiming to have this educational module
available in January 2019.

Some key points from the study mapping
cannula approaches:

• Specific cannula approaches have been
mapped from common injection court sites
to the vascular danger zone and described

Continued on Page 9

With Special Article by Cosmetic Practice 
Business and Marketing Coach,

Catherine Maley, MBA 
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FOR YOUR PRACTICE

■How do you grow a practice when you’re a
solo practitioner? 
Typically, you add more… More equipment.

More service providers. More staff. More
advertising and marketing and so on. 
But with that comes more headaches. More

frustration. More mistakes. Because the
surgeon quickly becomes overwhelmed
juggling the details. That busy work robs your
focus, energy and good mood and you’re left
feeling resentful and bitter because you’re
working too hard for less.
You find yourself drowning in the minutia

of running of a business rather than taking
care of your patients because you have to
manage more people and hold them
accountable. That means more time spent on
HR, training, management and payroll and
less on what you do well—surgery!
To be competitive today, you must focus on

what directly brings you money and that is
great results; patient relations and excellent
patient care before, during and after their
surgery. You can’t do that when you are stretched
thin and distracted with so many details.

The Secret to Scaling
Scale your practice without killing yourself

in today’s world by doing ONLY what directly
affects your bottom lime and outsource the rest. 
Get rid of the busy work by outsourcing to

outside parties to perform services that were
performed in-house by your practice staff so
they can focus on practice growth too. 
For example, the key focus in a plastic

surgery practice is patient relations. Cosmetic
patients today have lots of choices so they will
choose the practice that takes the best care of
them, gives them a great experience and
performs a result they are happy with. 
The more you focus on patient care, the

patient experience, patient retention and great
results, the more your practice grows
profitably. Your reputation as a caring surgeon
grows and so do your referrals.
This is what gives you the competitive

edge. You focus on your patients and their
care to get more patients through referrals and
great reviews and you delegate the rest. Makes
sense, right? 

How to Scale Your Practice
By Catherine Maley, MBA, President of Cosmetic Image Marketing

Pros of Outsourcing
Outsourcing is not new to you. You most

likely outsource your billing and payroll, as
well as your website design and SEO. It’s 
time to expand that to give you room to focus
on growth.
The biggest advantages to outsourcing are

time, cost savings and hassle factor. In
essence, you are getting your time back,
paying less and delegating the headaches. 
Outsourcing gives you a competitive edge.

You gain services and skills that would be
hard to develop yourself but you can
outsource to experts who can get the job done
faster using their expertise. They will also 
get better results than you would since they
have the experience to know what works and
what doesn’t.
Outsourcing also gives you flexibility of

ramping up or winding down if your practice
ebbs and flows. With employees, you can’t
really tell them to take the summer off if 
you slow down. 
The hassle-factor is greatly reduced when

you outsource. You no longer have to deal
with managing and training staff to ensure
they do what they are being paid to do.  You
don’t have to deal with absenteeism, drama or
hiring and firing. 

Is it Cheaper or More Expensive to 
Outsource?
You are most likely saying you can hire

someone to do what an outsider will do so let’s
look at the true numbers to see if that’s true:

In-House                          Outsource
Salary                     $$       Monthly Rate   $$
Benefits                   $$       0
Personal Time off    $$       0
Sick Days                $$       0
Vacation Days         $$       0
Health Care            $$       0
Bonuses                  $$       0
Manage and Train   $$       0
Office Equipment   $$       0

When you add up the real numbers,
outsourcing wins out. Others are able to do
the work for considerably less money and you
don’t have to manage them. 

Cons of Outsourcing
A lack of communication between you and

the outsourced vendor will delay projects so
be sure you work with a trusted group that is
uber responsive. Regular communication
keeps you in the loop. 
A lack of control can make you

uncomfortable so your outsourced vendors
should provide detailed monthly reports of
what they are doing for you and the results
they’re getting so you know what you’re
paying for and they are actually doing the
work they agreed to do.
Out of sight – out of mind can also leave

you feeling out of control. Hold them
accountable by using project management
software to give them tasks digitally that
cannot be forgotten about since the platform
is tracking deadline dates. 

Tasks to outsource:
Outsource anything that is taking you and

your staff away from patient relations such as:
• Payroll
• Accounting
• Bookkeeping
• Lead generation and follow up
• Scheduling
• Email Marketing
• Social media (you still add personality posts)
• Marketing and Graphic Design
• Website design and management
• Staff Training
• Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Blog
• Article Writing
• Admin support

Those who embrace the new world of
outsourcing to scale win. When you get the
hang of letting go of certain tasks that take up
you and your staff’s valuable time and
attention, it’s amazing how much time and
space shows up for you to focus on what truly
matters to grow your practice.

Catherine Maley, MBA is author of “Your
Aesthetic Practice/What Your Patients Are
Saying” and President of Cosmetic Image
Marketing. She uses creative patient-attraction
and staff-training strategies to get you more
patients and more profits. Catherine can be
reached at (877) 339-8833 or visit her website at
www.CosmeticImageMarketing.com.




